INTERNATIONAL RECRUITERS for ARCHITECTURE & DESIGN

YOUR SEARCH FOR
THE RIGHT CAREER STEP
ENDS HERE
HERE
STARTS

ABOUT INTERIOR TALENT
WE GET IT
Over the last fifteen years we have
focused on building an extensive
candidate network that is relationship
driven. We understand this industry and
our candidates trust us to present
opportunities that align with their goals.
Making a job change is a major career
and life decision. Our team can be
counted on for discretion, advice and
support through the entire process. At
Interior Talent we are privileged to work
with the best in the industry and this is
something we don‘t take lightly.

We are an important partner in our
candidate‘s career which includes
being a resource for job market trends,
current openings, company information,
interview preparation and coaching,
salary negotiation and overall strategic
career planning. We have a deep
appreciation for this industry and the
impact it has on people‘s lives. This
appreciation translates into a unique
approach to candidate relationships,
where our search experts are recognized
for their investment in the happiness and
success of our candidates.

WHY INTERIOR TALENT











We work exclusively in the design and architecture industries - We love this industry
EXPERTISE: 15 years of experience helping candidates find the best fit for them in their next career step
We work with the decision makers - Owners, Principals, Design Directors and HR Directors
We thoroughly vet the companies we work with - a firm that is working with us means that they highly
value finding the right candidate for a position
CONFIDENTIALITY: We assist with the entire process so that looking into a new opportunity is DISCRETE
and CONFIDENTIAL - we highly value your current position and will never do anything that would bring
your future into jeopardy
PROFESSIONALISM
We assist with salary & Benefits negotiation so you don't have to answer the awkward questions
We are your advocate
We get it - we know making a career decision is a hard and we're here for you throughout the whole
process

WE ARE YOUR
CAREER PARTNER

OUR PROCESS Our Steps to Your Next Step
GETTING TO KNOW YOU










Initial phone call introduction - this is when we
start to learn about you and your career goals
E-mail your resume and work samples if
applicable
Fill out our candidate form - this helps us
understand your background in greater
We review your resume, portfolio and form
We'll
and set-up a phone call to discuss potential
opportunities that might be a good next step
for you
E-mail regarding opportunity - after our
discussion we will send you an e-mail with the
details of the opportunity for your review
Give us your okay to submit your background
Wait to hear if client is interested in your
background
Phone call or e-mail with news - if they are
interested in setting up an interview we will
request a few days and windows of time that
work for you

INTERVIEW STAGE














Interview Decision: Every client is different,
you might have a phone interview first or it
may be an in-person. We will discuss all of this
with you.
Receive calendar invite or e-mail confirming
details of interview
Read and review our Interview Prep Worksheet
Phone call with your recruiter or the position
lead prior to your interview
Interview Day!
Give us a call the day of you interview and
download us on your thoughts - this is an
opportunity to have us help with answering any
questions that might have come up that you
didn't feel comfortable addressing
Send a thank you note to the person you
interviewed with
If you are interested in moving forward we will
contact the firm for next steps - if not, we'll
brainstorm for other opportunities and stay in
touch for future opportunities.
Second & Third Interviews
Assessments - some clients will request an
assessment. After your first few rounds of
interviews they may request you take one.

SALARY NEGOTIATION & OFFER STAGE








Hiring Decision: If a client is interested in making an
offer we will present the opportunity for your review
and help you with any items that you may need
clarified or updates.
Official offer letter received. We help with salary,
benefit and start date negotiation and provide
assistance with countering if necessary. Please note,
we coach our clients to bring their best offer but
there are times we may need to counter and we're
there to help if you want to.
Decision Time. Typically clients like to hear back
within 2-3 days, we're there to chat or help you with
any details that will make your decision process
easier. This might mean calls on the weekends and
after hours if you need it.
Background Check & References. Around the time
you are receiving and offer we will start calling
references and do a background check if the client
requests it. We will give you a heads-up when all of
this is happening.

GIVING NOTICE + ACTION PLAN STAGE




We know this is tricky. We'll provide coaching on the
best way to give notice. Also, check out our 10 Tips
for a Smooth Career Transition.
Use our Template Resignation Letter for your formal
resignation.
At this point your new employer will take-over
on-boarding, you'll hear from their HR person or
on-boarding contact. We're still here if you need
us though!

YOU GOT IT




Congrats!
We will check in with you on your first week and
every now and then to make sure your happy.
We're always there for you - just give us a ring - we
look forward to being a long-term resource for you.

HOW TO WORK WITH US

What do we ask of you as a candidate?


Confidentiality



Honesty



Patience



Timely communication - please keep us in the loop



The status of your candidacy - please let us know if you are considering other opportunities

FAQs


Is there a fee?



How long will it take?



Why don't you have anything for me right now?



Why wouldn't I just submit my application on my own?

The quality and
diversity of our
client network is
why candidates
choose Interior
Talent

CLIENTS & COMMENTS

“I recommend
Kenneth and his team
at Interior Talent for
any HR/Personnel
challenges.”
Michael Moore | Interior Design Manager

Nadia has successfully
found top talent hroughout
the country for me. She is
personable and
professional and works with
integrity. I would whole
heartedly recommend
Interior Talent for any
recruiting needs.”

ROYAL CARRIBEAN

“Thanks to Interior Talent
I now hold the Senior
Interior Designer position
at Marriott International.
Thanks so much.”
Morriah Mryszuk | Senior Interior Designer

MARRIOT INTERNATIONAL

Molly Kluznic | Director of HR

FLOR

“Based on my experience,
I will use Interior Talent
to bolster my team in the
future.”

“Kenneth is an outstanding
professional with vast
experience representing
and recruiting executive
positions within the Interior
Design industry.”

Kevin Rose | Home and Interiors Projects Director

Emilio Perez | Vice President

HERMES

SB ARCHITECTS

